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       Alerts 

 

 

Summary 

The ‘Alert’ feature is to help identify which tasks or work orders may need attention. In many cases 

these alerts will generate because the user has made some specific changes in Sockeye for that task by 

manually changing hours, dates, number of people, etc. to complete the job. This feature is an indicator 

only. 

Tools / Resources 
• Added features are available. Reach out to Sockeye Support to learn how to add this feature to 

your Sockeye account. 

• Email Support: support@getsockeye.com   

• User Guides and Video’s: https://www.getsockeye.com/support/feature/alerts  

Revision Log 

Revisions Date Reason/Update Updated By: 

Rev5 23-Aug-23 Time Overlap Alert Created C. Banham 

Rev4 14-Apr-23 Time Overlap Alert Created C. Banham 

Rev3 28-Feb-23 Added Maintenance Plan Alert C. Banham 

Rev2 19-Jul-22 Review and update document C. Banham 

Rev1 18-Jun-19 Generated Document C. Banham 
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Sockeye Alerts: 
The ‘Alert’ column displays a red circle when the scheduled craft, hours, date scheduled and or 

resources do not match the task’s requirements. Click on the red circle under the Alert column for 

details about the alert. Details of the Alert are also available in the Task Details dialogue box (Details 

button, Schedule Tab. 

NOTE: It is important for users to review schedules produced by Sockeye and correct them, as necessary. 

The Alerts are one way for users to easily identify which tasks may need attention. 

Hours 
Video Link: Hours Alert 

Hours alert triggers if work orders or tasks reflect a different number of hours than what is originally 

being pulled from the CMMS. These hours can be an increase or decrease for the alert to generate. 

Example: Task requires 3 hours as indicated under the Est Hrs. column; however, only 2 hours have been 

scheduled.  

https://youtu.be/lHwg6dxM0CY
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People 
Video Link: People Alert 

A People alert triggers when tasks reflect a different number of people assigned to the job. The change 

in number of people or trades can be increased or decreased for the alert to generate. 

Example: Task requires two people as indicated in the EST Ppl field; however only one person has been 

scheduled 

 

Crafts 
Video Link: Craft Alert 

The craft alert triggers if the task is assigned to a different craft indicated from the CMMS. In some 

cases, a second trade may be manually added, or the system will auto populate if no other hours are 

available within the requested craft. 

Example: Task requires ELEC1 craft; however, one of the resources assigned to the task is MECH1 

https://youtu.be/8eeMrFocNU4
https://youtu.be/nn4irr5Bd-U
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Different Start Time 
Video Link: Different Start Time Alert 

The Different Start Time alert focuses when scheduling hourly. It identifies that the start time is different 

from one assigned technician to another.  

Example: Task requires two persons at 7:00 am; however, only one technician is available at 7am the 

second technician was assigned at 9:00 am. 

 

Maintenance Plan  
Video Link: Maintenance Plan Alert 

The Maintenance Plan alert will generate when a work order or task has an invalid employee code 

attached to the Maintenance Plan. The work order will default to the first available trades person and an 

alert will generate. Review  View or Edit Maintenance Plans to update the employee code. 

Example: Maintenance Plan is assigned to employee 111; however, that employee has left the company 

the work order is assigned to employee 222 and an alert generated. 

 

https://youtu.be/-SU8xi_oFKU
https://youtu.be/BBV38rFNQqU
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Times Overlap 
Video Link: Time Overlap Alert 

The ‘Times Overlap’ alert can be utilized when scheduling hourly and users are manually set the same 

start time in Sockeye. The alert appears when the same person is assigned to two different work orders 

at the same or overlapping times.  

Example: two tasks are assigned to Moise between 8:00 am to 9:00 am on November 18th. 

 

 

Work Permits 
Video Link: Work Permits 

The ‘Permits’ alert identifies specific permits required to complete the assigned work.  

Note: The work permit alert will require additional integration work and time from both parties. 

Example: Task has permit(s) or permit code(s) assigned an alert will generate. 

 

View Alerts in Schedules 
Video Link: View Alerts 

https://youtu.be/1s1S_zkHlJU
https://youtu.be/7jEqSAotAw8
https://youtu.be/6T8uNU5Iai4
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To access the Alert column an Administrator of Sockeye can turn this feature on or off with the following 

steps: 

1. Click  in the blue ribbon 

2. Click on  under the Setup data on the far left of the screen 

3. Select ‘Alert’ from the Field a ‘Edit Schedule Field dialogue will appear 

4. Click on ‘Schedules’ under Display In 

5. Click  

 

Task Details Alert Review 
Video Link:  View Alerts in Task Details 

The scheduling tab focuses on the current details of the day, hours, craft, and tradesperson assigned to 

the work within Sockeye. This provides details of all the alerts that may have been generated for that 

task. 

1. Select work order under the Weekly or Daily Schedule section. 

2. Click on . 

3. A Task Details dialogue box will appear. 

4. Select Schedule or Alert tab. 

5. Alerts are identified. 

6. Scheduled Hours are the details currently scheduled; however, can be adjusted or changed to 

remove any of the alerts. 

• Allows hours to be updated by clicking on the specific weekday cell. 

• Drag and drop hours to a different day. 

• Add a specific employee for the assigned work. 

https://youtu.be/VMU__p2uRrU
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7. Click . 

 

Report on Alerts 
Video Link: Alert Reporting 

In some cases, pulling a report on the Alerts that were generated becomes helpful in updating future 

work orders in a CMMS. 

1. Click . 

2. Select Print or Export to Excel. 

3. A Print or Export to Excel dialogue box will appear. 

4. Select Alerts . 

5. Click . 

https://youtu.be/OAH5ZToMz-M
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A pdf or excel report will generate identifying which alert and the reassignment. 

 

 


